MICHAEL VEY

RISE OF THE
ELGEN
by Richard Paul Evans

T

he second Michael Vey book is about a
young boy and his colleagues who are
going to a foreign country to ﬁnd Michael’s
kidnapped mother and to stop the evil Elgen
from taking over the world. Michael and
his friends, Taylor, Zeus, Ian, Abigail, and
Mckenna, all have electric powers, but none
of them have the same powers. All of the
kids have just escaped from one of the many
Elgen facilities, and are going back to Idaho
to plan their next move. But, what is waiting
for them in Idaho forces them to make a
change of plans. When the Electroclan (this is
what Michael and his friends call themselves)
is hiding from the Elgen traps, they run into a
mysterious woman who gives them a phone;
unfortunately, the phone is not able to make
calls, only receive them. So while looking for
Michael’s mother they start receiving phone
calls. The phone calls are telling them to
go to the jungles of Peru to ﬁnd his mother.
Will Michael and the rest of the Electroclan
succeed and ﬁnd Michael’s mother, or will
they run into another Elgen trap?
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Who is your favorite Author and why?

One of my favorite authors is Richard Paul Evans
because he writes books that are so amazing you
can’t stop reading.

What genre do you prefer to read?

I like reading mystery books, and feeling like I
am a character in the story.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?

Sometimes I read books that are by authors I
like. Other times, I read the back cover to see if a
story is something I am interested in.

Where do you like to read best?

I like to read in my room or my living room
where is it comfortable and quiet.

When is your favorite time of the day
to read and why?

My favorite time to read is at night because I am
more relaxed and comfortable.
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